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**Bombs threaten Conn. campus**

by Lynda Batter

In the past two weeks, six bomb threats have been reported on the Connecticut College campus. The county of New London has also been the target of several telephone bomb threats. The college has been called into various places in Groton, Waterford, Millstone Point, and some places in Providence.

The calls on campus have been by both male and female voices, according to Frank O’Grady, Chief of Conn. Security. They have been received at the homes of both Chief O’Grady and the President of the college, Oakes Cummings, also by the Residence Department, the security guardhouse, and the library.

Most of the bomb threats have been at the peak hours of the buildings. When the call was made regarding the dormitory, the student lounge, was in use. When the April 1st call on Cummings came through at 3:30 p.m., three major activities were going on in that building: a concert, a lecture, and a movie.

Cummings College security has responded quickly to all the calls. Jointly, the New London Police and Fire Departments have sent in men to help. A Punidt reporter asked a New London Police detective, who refused to give his name, who he thought was calling in the threats. He responded, "Maybe an unhappy college student... maybe somebody thrown out of here one night." The detective also observed that it was someone who certainly knows when the buildings were being used by many people.

The Connecticut College Security is co-operating with the New London’s new efforts to track down the caller. In an interview, President Ames confirmed the rumor that the calls were being taken seriously and that steps were being taken. He said, "We will make every attempt to find out who is arranging these calls and where they are coming from. From what I know from past experience that it can be done." President Ames said that they had bomb threats at SUNY, at Stony Brook when he was there, and that they had caught one or two people. Describing what action is being taken now, President Ames said, "Last week we made a request for help from the phone company. We want also to set up procedures so it won’t take too long to evacuate the building and to cut down on search time."

continued on page seven

---

**Love yourselves a little more**

by Lynda Batter

Here only one week, Reverend Al Carmines spent a lot of time in an attitude present at Conn College. He felt that everyone, top and bottom, works hard. While they are very hard, he said, the people here have a pride in their work, and, more essentially, in Conn College itself.

Rev. Al Carmines spent the past week at Connecticut College teaching, entertaining, and working with members of the community. Mr. Carmines is a well-known theologian-in-residence at the college. He is pastored at the Judson Memorial Church in Greenwich Village in New York City, where he attends many off-Broadway musicals. Mr. Carmines was here under the auspices of the College’s residence program initiated by the Chapel Board. His schedule was varied; he lectured to classes, worked with students in an improvisational workshop, preached at two chapel services, participated in a Faculty Forum on art and religion, and performed a concert of his own music.

At other times during the week, Mr. Carmines was found much at his desk in Cro at 3:30 p.m. (after a dinner at the President’s house), discussing theology, philosophy, or an interested student, and submitting to the torture of the first interview by Punidt reporters.

In the Punidt interview, Mr. Carmines said that he sensed that students are not resolved to their being at Conn College; they want to be elsewhere, unable to accept the way they are. "I love what I saw at Connecticut College," Mr. Carmines said. People should be proud that they are here and make the most of it. "Love yourselves a little more," was Mr. Carmines’ advice.

In his concert last Saturday night, Mr. Carmines presented songs from his plays, including "The Fauged," "Joan" (a modern day version of the Joan of Arc story) and "W.C." (Fields). Three of his colleagues came from New York to lend their talents to the evening. Mr. Carmines said of his colleagues, "They should have been telling their own stories, but they were at Conn College." His music is his message — Al Carmines performs before packed house in Cro.

---

40% called responded

Students man phones for alumni funding

by Carin Gordon

Alumni who haven’t given in at least three years to the college and most of those who have never given at all will be solicited through the phone to make donations to the new library. These alumni are being solicited through a student-supported telethon.

Louise Andersen, Executive Director of the Alumni Association, estimates that over 40 per cent of those called have pledged. "We have received 201 pledges in five nights of telephoning; the average pledge is around $20."

Usually five students man the phones in the Sykes Alumni Center in Cro from 6:30-9:00 Monday through Friday evenings. "Past experience in telethons at other schools has shown that success is best when they’re done by students," commented Eldon Harvey, Jr., Associate Director of Development.

The calls are limited to the alumni who haven’t given with emphasis on Connecticut and Massachusetts where the largest number of alumni are, and with the exception of New York, we don’t call alumni on the East Coast with the exception of New York, nor do we call alumni on the West Coast."

"We can’t really predict the amount we hope to raise," said Mr. Harvey.

The telethon is a joint effort of the Development and Alumni Offices. According to Ms. Andersen, the idea and impetus for the telethon came from the students on the Development Committee. Administrators are not sure whether it will become an annual event, though many students are already making plans for the telethon, "We hope to contact over 2,000 of our almost 13,000 alumni," declared Ms. Andersen. "But we can’t really predict the amount we hope to raise."

continued on page seven
There is no time to reason why...

Frequent bomb threats are bound to make people lazy about reacting properly. They have done precisely that at Connecticut College. In the six recent bomb threats on campus, students have reacted casually, not considering themselves imperiled at all. This is not a good attitude; no one knows who or why the calls are being made. It is conceivable that the caller is waiting for the time when students cease to react to execute his coup de grace.

The security force of Conn College has reacted efficiently in responding to the calls. Pundit would like to point out, though, that it would be wise to clear the premises, as well as the structure of a threatened building this is not presently being done. The potential danger is too great to only take half-way measures.

A small group of Conn College students has been blatantly disrespectful to the members of the New London Police and Fire Departments who have responded quickly and consistently every day. On occasions these men have been greeted by mocking taunts and singing. As corny as it may sound, these (along without own security guards) are risking their lives every time they go into a building targeted by a bomb threat.

The least we students can do is act with maturity and common sense.

TO: THE JUNIOR CLASS FROM: DEAN JOHNSON

As a result of a recent survey of institutional preferences for GRE score-receipt dates, the GRE Board has moved two GRE national administrations to earlier dates effective with the 1975-1976 academic year. The October test date has been moved from the 4th Saturday in the month to the 3rd Saturday, and the June test date has been moved from the 3rd Saturday to the 2nd.

Accordingly, the following schedule of test dates will be followed for 1975-1976:

October 15, 1975
December 13, 1975
February 28, 1976 (Ability Test Only)
April 30, 1976
June 13, 1976

Another view

To the Editor:

As a general reaction of surprise over the resignation of Dr. Hall, I do not think that dishonesty and social neglect are running rampant among us. Everyone knows of the discontinuation of the honor system are heard; every exam period, J.B. members spend hours hearing additional cases.

Many reasons, or excuses, are offered for why such infractions occur; many just and equitable responses are hasted out and handed down. Not many are there at Conn, leniency and understandingare the lives of homb for handling honor code problems.

But explaining away misconduct, or duly punishing the guilty, is the sum total of what the code is all about. It should rather stand as a visible symbol of our desire and commitment to do what is right, no matter what pressures may be exerted on us. I believe that if student opinion would not condone a little lying, or a little little-ripping-off, if student discontent and outrage were duly emphasized, then perhaps these activities, those activities could simply not occur.

One major problem with the honor code, however, of which I myself am guilty, is the reluctance to turn in a fellow student, especially a close friend. If I have no answer to that problem, but to quote this commenatary remark: "People knew about the (insert group name here), but no one wanted to say anything. But some minor sergeant, final things, the general public, the secret. People called him a he, but they call us ratfinks." (Tim Murphy, Air Force Academy Cadet.)
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Where have we been...

Part II

In this pearl of wisdom I shall attempt to chronicle the rise of the working class... the center was a horrible mess. The description I was given was one more accurately suited for New York City.

all downhill for the wide distributed Since 1800 it has been the ideal of Jeffersonian Democracy. Land gave the right to vote.

The necessity of supplying a huge migration and landless increasingly proportionate stable hands which kept the number of Black Students. The second wave of mergers had occurred, the

The second World War employed the Depression and laid off. The war cemented the rise of farming and government as big business. The second era finds the vast majority of Americans to be wage-slaves. Other than a house and automobile, few Americans own property or even possess a paid-off mortgage. The "old" aristocracy, the nouveau riches, the banks, and the government, particularly the federal government.

With this increasing concentration of capital, and the growing proportion of the population in the wage-slave area, the "social"-theory of value, in its most succinct form: all value is created by labor; none by machines by land.

We are now in a two-industry system. The first is the manufacturing industry. Manufacturers have the capability to remove almost all labor from the production process and substitute machines, robots. The second is the service industry. In this industry, labor is necessary, and machines cannot be easily or cheaply substituted.

Labor Government and Investment

The potential of the total manufacturing industry has yet materialized, due to a shortage of investment money.

Black Student's Statement

We, as concerned Black students at Connecticut College, would like to express our views to the rest of the College Community concerning issues which we feel are of paramount importance. These issues stem from what we feel to be discriminatory practices and overt racism.

Primarily, we place strong emphasis upon the academic achievement of Black Students. It is evident that many faculty members prejudice Black students on the basis of color, without considering the actual performance of the student. In most instances, Black students have worked to the specification which the instructor has set for the course, yet grades fail to reflect their efforts.

Qualification for entry into Connecticut College, basis for both Black and White Students. Nevertheless, negative pre-determined images of Black Students are held by instructors which ultimately reflects Black student's evaluation. In a survey taken from the majority of Black students on campus, we have found that a substantial amount of Black students, we believe this has been fairly, as a reflection of their grades. From these findings it is obvious that Black Students often feel discriminated against on color basis alone. It is vital that the College Community concern itself with these feelings.

As a result of these injustices, many Black Students have had to shift from department to department seeking an equal chance for fair treatment. This tactic has discouraged many Black Students from remaining in some departments of their interest and in extreme cases, this causes some Black Students to leave the College.

This brings us to the issue of the decline of Black enrollment.

Because of the negative experiences Black students have encountered, we are unable to encourage other aspiring Black students to come to Connecticut College. Therefore, we speculate that Black enrollment will continue to decline.

Looking from a social perspective, Black Students encounter further injustices. Social Events are geared toward the enjoyment of White Students. Dorm functions, all campus parties, concerts, lectures, and films are just a few activities which attract basically the White majority.

Finally we are totally satisfied with the political representation of Black students. Presently, there is only one Black political leader. This is not because of a lack of interest on the part of the Black students, but a lack of support from the College Community. Black students have a desire and ability to become an integral part of the decision making process. Nonetheless, we have been constantly discouraged by our attempts and failures in the realm of student activities. One of the most recent attempts of obtaining representation on campus was unsuccessful and discouraging. We have cited a few of the many injustices that occur on Connecticut College campus which we must contend with. In essence, we are stating that the College Community must focus on the discriminatory practices and overt racist policies which are so common on the Black Students' life here at Connecticut College.

Note: This view does not necessarily reflect the total Black student population.
Take a walk on the wild side

by Seth Greenland

The Last Detail, directed by Hal Ashby and starring Nicholson, Quaid and Young, is an interesting film that, despite its value as entertainment, is a short of cinematic greatness. The film revolves round the old literary genre of prison comedy (more along the lines of Kerouac’s Dharma Burns than Francis Ford’s On the Road). The film relies heavily on this metaphor. It is the story of two navy men, “Badass” Boatwright (Jack Nicholson) and “Mule” (OJ Simpson), and the journey they take with their prison (Randy Quaid) from their base in Virginia to the brig in Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

The prison has committed an inexcusable crime (he tried to steal forty dollars from a naval charity) but he was sentenced to eight years in prison by a naval court. Ah, the insensitive naval career man and his innately human, agonizing inner conflict. It is usually intended to be inclined to think that Mule inclines his metaphorical journey that is a little less accepting of “the navy’s been good to me” (as you may have guessed, Grant is the narrator also). The fact that the narrator also

China film impressive

by Holly Dwerkes

The Chinese Department presented Connecticut College with an unusual opportunity last Sunday, that of watching a film made in China. It was a result of archaeological discoveries made in China. This enormous and ancient land, the origin of Buddhism, is a nation that has received and preserved Buddhist art. The relationship between Buddhism and the Chinese is a long and intricate story of China’s history from as far back as 2,000 BCE. The relationship of Buddhism to society. Instead, it is clear that China’s advanced civilization and the use of minerals in art and science, the use of minerals in medicine and the manufacture of silk, with credit going to the creative abilities of the people and not the rulers.

Jeborton caught by Pandit

by Mark Wilson

The Jeborton Productions, Inc., staff has been sighted recently in the vicinity of Larrabee and the WCNI studios. It is believed that the photo here reproduced, by noted wildlife photographer, is the first close-up ever taken of a complete “asylum” of jeborntics. J.B.C. Inc. has been responsible lately for two invented episodes of The Shadow, broadcast Friday mornings on WCNI by Dave Crucher, a chief conspirator, along with his cohorts Bruce Essler, Paul Kenworthy, and Michael Davis. The storyline in this, as in all of his work, has been learned that the final episode of “Death Stalks The Shadow” will be heard tomorrow, Friday the 16th, at 11:30 a.m. on WCNI. Hopes are high that this will be the best of all (it had better be). Regrettably, J.B.C. Inc. promises future serials — stay tuned to WCNI for details.

The evasive Jeborton staff, caught off guard outside Larrabee.
Bad Company is good

By Keith Ritter

There is a school of music which, it seems, everybody wants to attend deep down in their souls. I mean, even a mellowed-out Dead-head wants to boogie, even if his rock seems a bit easy. Anyway, the British are the prime schoolmarmers and they have been teaching Japanese American pupils since the sixties. The prime leaders have been the Stones, Led Zep, and, lately, Bad Company.

When I first heard Bad Company, I was sure that "Can't Get Enough" was a cover of an old single I'd heard somewhere in my childhood. And this seems to be the one element which has lead to Bad Company's amazing success; they are very, very accessible. As I said before, everybody likes to get down. They have released their second album, called Straight Shooter, and it contains all of the elements which made them the best-selling new group of '74. The hard-rock is there in the form of the single off of the album, "Good Lovin' Gone Bad." It will definitely become one of the rock standards much as "Can't Get Enough" did. But this album is also more musical than the BadCo album.

The ballad "Shooting Star" is a tale of a rockin' gone astray and is really quite pretty, for all the fuzz-box guitar playing it contains. The vocal harmonies on this track and "Deep No More" will rival the Doobie Brothers' crisp vocals. In fact, this group of previously unknown superstars (all the members of Bad Company were in known groups but they themselves remained largely anonymous) has put out one of the best albums to come along in awhile. In fact, since their first album.

Another of the members of the rock school dropped out somewhere along the line. His name was Leon and he had been the first of a large delegation of musicians who have come from the south and taken the country over. But Leon faded at the height of his popularity and released two mediocre albums, Stop All That Jazz and Hank Williams' Back. However, he has just released "Will 'O The Wisp" and seems to be on the road to a comeback.

The album is billed as a collection of original songs and musical movements and is just that. Russell has some fine help on the album in the form of J.J. Cale and Jim Horn. Joining them are Tommy Allsup and Alan Jackson. The album is Rawed but represents a step in the right direction from someone who I personally have missed from the musical scene.

One more comment on the new Zeppelin album: I know it's only Rock and Roll but I like it!

Thursday

BORN DISCUSSIONS about "aspects of chest in our lives," watch posters for titles. Lessons + Harkness: 7 p.m. Larabee. 7:30 p.m. All welcome.

DE LITTERIS... "Ine's Sacred and Profane, or The Pin loser as Novelist." Assoc. Prof. Susan Woody, 7:30 p.m. New London 113

Friday

FILM: Dr. StrangeLove: or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb, directed by Stanley Kubrick, starring Peter Sellers + George C. Scott. Admission: $1.00. 8 p.m. Palmer.

Saturday

SENIOR CLASS CAR WASH: $1.00 per car, $2.50 per van. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Morrison, Linddahl, Hamilton parking lots. Rain date: April 30.

MOVIE CLASSIC: Casa Blanca, starring Humphrey Bogart + Ingrid Bergman, with Paul Henreid, Claude Rains, Peter Lorre. 8 p.m. $1.00. Dana.

Sunday

CONN. COLLEGE FILM SOCIETY: Portrait of Jenny, starring Joseph Cotten, Jennifer Jones, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., 200-00. 6 p.m. Dana Hall.
A seven-year-old boy has been accused of setting the fire on Willetts Ave., which left nine families homeless, and did $63,000 in damages. The boy has been turned over to the juvenile authorities.

The Southern New England Telephone Company wants to raise New London's basic monthly rate by $1.75. SNETCO also proposed to raise phone-book calls by 30 cents. At a hearing in New London held by the Phone Company to discuss the increases, no local residents showed up.

Governor Ella Grasso's "right-to-know" bill is gaining support, despite charges of too many loopholes. The bill would allow greater access to public records and opening up of executive sessions of many public agencies. Commissioner, though supporting the bill, says that it still provides too many opportunities for closed meetings.

U.S. Rep. from Connecticut Christopher Dodd claims that radioactive spills are occurring at Electric Float in Groton and that the spills are being kept secret under the pretense of national security. Rep. Dodd believes the spills are mild enough not to be contaminating anything. The spills come from submarines. EB and the Navy's aircraft carrier, the Enterprise, is the cause, though suppression of the body was successful.

According to Crerar, President of the College Reef Club, recycling is not a game to be played. Recycling is an ecologically important function, he said. Recycling is not a game to be played. Recycling is an ecologically important function.

The New London Shorty strike over budget

By Walter Palmer

Angered over cutbacks in student services, financial aid, and minority programs, coupled with a $400 increase in tuition, the student body of Brown University voted 4 to 1 to implement a week-long strike.

There is a strike to show concern about the school's financial policies and plans to put pressure on the administration to restructure the present budget.

According to the Brown Student Union, the week-long strike will involve boycotting classes, picketing administrative buildings, and a series of workshops to provide information to the general student body.

On April 14, Brown president Donald Horning offered a general plan to avoid the strike, but the compromise was rejected by the Brown student government, and the student body voted to strike. The figures were: 2,286 voted in favor of the strike, 2,027 voted against, out of a total student body of 5,100 students. The student union claimed that the plan was too general, and did not give the student government authority to investigate specific figures necessary for funding recommendations.

President Horning sent memos to all faculty members urging them not to support the strike, but sources at Brown say that faculty is openly supporting the strike and have extended academic deadlines. Unwilling to jeopardize their positions, other faculty members are not openly supporting the strike, but are sympathizing with the students who are striking.

At the end of this week, it is expected that representatives of student government will meet with the administration to re-negotiate.

Survival continued from p. 3

in mind since Cummings is a public issue.

According to Cressar, President Ames, though unaware of the phone's installation at the time, remembered a request during the meeting for some other security measure as originally foreseen in the Twelve Point Plan. Suggestions include an alarm system or a direct line to security. Mr. Knight indicated, however, that at this

New London Shorts

The third major fire of the hit the City is less than a month broke out in the Jefferson Garden apartment complex in nine persons, including six children, had to be rescued from the burning apartment. Fire Capt. Leo McCarty had nothing but praise for his men, who were able to contain the blaze in the living room and the bedroom. This was the third major fire in the complex in nine months.

The recycling on campus is done through the voluntary efforts of the members of Survival. They spend time each week collecting and handling paper in the dorms, the paper from dorms and the Cro Bar. On Saturday, all the glass and paper is brought to the recycling center. The students spend every two weeks, so the recyclable material is loaded on trucks and taken away.

You must admit this is no easy job. Recycling is not a game to the members of Survival. It is an ecologically important function which helps to preserve our natural resources. It is my opinion that many members of our administration do not recognize the importance of recycling.

It is inevitable that paper and glass will, at one time or another, pile up at the recycle center if the sole responsibility of recycling rests on an ad-hoc student organization made up of volunteers. How can any organization be expected to run efficiently when the majority of
By Richard Friedman

On April 9, the Connecticut College men’s tennis team travelled to Hartford, and lost to the Trinity College Bantams by a score of 9-6. Robby Roberts at one singles lost to John Lynham by the score of 6-1, 6-4. Dave Banker defeated Ken Williams, 6-1, 6-3. Michael Keith was defeated by Andy Vemilley 6-1, 6-4. David Bohonon was won by Jon Porter 6-3, 7-5.

Rosenfeld-Banker at number one doubles lost to Lynham, 6-3, 6-2. Roberts and Axel managed to take a set from Trinity, but also lost 3-6, 9-6, 6-3. Keith-Bohannon lost Sol, 6-1.

Although not reflected by the score of the match, this match proved to be somewhat beneficial as the team learned much about themselves as a team tennis players.

On April 9, the team travelled to Mitchell College, and soundly defeated Mitchell by the score of 9-0. Bob co-pilots Dave Swett 6-1, 6-4. Steve Banker defeated Davie Swett 6-1, 6-4. Jeff Himmel, managing to pull out the appearance of the season, defeated Dotty Faith-Barcher 6-1, 6-0. Ken Abel defeated Tom Barcuer 6-4, 6-0. Alec Farley defeated Mario Assad 6-4, 6-4. Michael Rimmel and Abel defeated WomJowski 6-3, 6-4. Rimmel and Abel defeated Faith-Barcher 6-4, 6-4. Farley and Rimmel defeated Assad 6-0, 6-4.

On April 12, the team travelled to Dudley, Mass., and defeated Nichols College 9-0. Robby Roberts defeated Brian Storms 6-1, 6-4. David Bohonon defeated Tom Barcuer 6-4, 6-0. Michael Keith defeated Ray Rudy Sol, 6-1, 6-3. Larry Yeshman defeated Doug Delay 6-1, 6-3. Steve Banker defeated Lim Lyke 6-3, 6-0. Jeff Himmel defeated Bruce Russell 6-1, 6-1, and Ken Abel defeated Tom Womjowski 6-3, 6-1. In doubles, Roberts and Yeshman provided WomJowski 6-3, 6-4. Steve Banker defeated Blanchfield-Delay 6-3, 6-1. Himmel and Abel defeated Lim Lyke Womjowski 6-0, 6-3.

Sailors place 6th Anchored Away

By Bos Powell

The Connecticut College sailing team began its season on April 6, and placed sixth out of nine colleges participating in the Dinghy Invitational, a scrimmage preparing for the Connecticut Valley Championship. Last Saturday, April 12, at the Connecticut Valley Championship sponsored by the Coast Guard, Connecticut College improved their performance against the same schools and finished fourth in a fleet of eight. The Coast Guard Academy finished first, Yale second, Dartmouth third, Connecticut fourth, University of Connecticut fifth, University of Massachusetts sixth, Central Connecticut College sevenths, and Trinity placed eighth. Racing for Connecticut College were Cindy Tower, Joe Mastroangelo, Paul Vitello, David Bohonon, and Bos Powell.

The game started out well, but lost a first inning rally fell short as CoM brought the lead 7-3 after three innings. The Camels rallied to tie the score at 2-2 after three innings. The seven run frame in the sixth was featured by Dave Farber’s triple with the bases loaded. CoM held the lead until some bad luck in the last of the seventh cost the ballgame. Special mention goes to catcher Jerry Dellerger, who went 7-4 in the doubleheader, outfielder Dana Sobach, who played two strong games, and pitcher Mike Ridgway who threw well in the nightcap.

Our team plays three games with Coast Guard this week: a

Baseball strikes out

by Barry Cross

April 12, 1975 was the opener for the Connecticut College Baseball Club. The Camels played well, but lost a doubleheader to Mohogen, 5-7 and 7-4.

The first game saw Mohegen get off to an early lead. Conn quickly fought back to tie the score at 2-2 after three innings. Mohegen rallied to lead 7-3 after five. The first inning rally fell short as Conn bowed by the 7-5 margin.

The second game was another close battle, especially through the last three innings. The Camels trailed 3-0 going into the top of the sixth. The seven run frame in the sixth was featured by Dave Farber’s triple with the bases loaded. CoM held the lead until some bad luck in the last of the seventh cost the ballgame. Special mention goes to catcher Jerry Dellerger, who went 7-4 in the doubleheader, outfielder Dana Sobach, who played two strong games, and pitcher Mike Ridgway who threw well in the nightcap.

Our team plays three games with Coast Guard this week: a

Survival from p. 6

its workers go on vacation at the same time? In fact, during the summer months, our longest vacation, how can anyone expect an ad-hoc student group to keep on top of recycling? I don’t think they can. But if they don’t do it, who will?

Even with these difficulties, Survival has shown that the recycling of paper and glass on campus can be done effectively. It is hoped in the future the administration will see the importance of recycling at an institutional level rather than by a student ad-hoc organization.

Summer in Europe

50 Day Advance Payment Required. U.S. Govt. Approved

CHARTERS FROM $152 PER WEEK

ALL EXPENSES INSURED

* CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-725-4881 Ext. Travel Charters

LONDON

Job Strategy

All new book seniors

HOW TO GET A JOB in 1975's tough market

Unconventional

Total strategy

OK, OK, OK; send $4.75 to 

J O B B O O K 

PhB43

Old Greenwich, Ct 06870

WCNI presents:

THE SHADOW

original radio broadcasts
written especially for WCNI

Friday mornings at 11:30

A Jeartonic Production

Dutch Tavern Devotees:
now available for softball season

Dutch Tavern Caps

Sizes 6 3/4 to 7 1/4 --$3.00

also Dutch Tavern Patches --$0.40

Call Karl Christoffers ext.236 or 535-3889

PO Box 184
"Cro Gym and Security"  
By Amie Robillard

At least twenty-two lockers in the men's locker room in Crozier-Williams have been broken into since the end of March. The break-ins have taken place over two or three weekends. According to C.O. O'Grady, security is breaking down in the Cro.

Dean Watson explained that the policy of limiting the gym's access to Conn students has been in effect since September. She said that previously the townspeople had been allowed and even encouraged to share our facilities, but with the increased use of the gym by students, this is no longer possible. There is also an insurance problem since the gym is a public facility. Any measures that have been suggested and implemented, according to Dean Watson, have been done for Conn students, not for the townspeople (terminals). The idea is that the gym will be locked at all times and to those who are Conn students.

Dean Watson also said that the idea of creating a Director of Cro will help solve this problem. The job description of this position includes the responsibility to coordinate all recreational and social activities in Cro. The director will also be responsible for initiating and creating programs when nothing else is taking place. The field of candidates for this position is now down to four, however, the director will be a student, a faculty or a student; both should be effective. A Security position is also needed.

As for the lockers, Dean Watson said they are being investigated. Chief O'Grady and Dean Cobb met with the athletic equipment department in order to discuss this problem. The athletic department is currently working on the lockers. The position, as described, has never existed before. The idea is that the director will be responsible for student activities in Cro. The position includes the responsibility to coordinate all recreational and social activities in Cro. The director will also be responsible for initiating and creating programs when nothing else is taking place.

The director will report to Dean Watson. The position, as described, has never existed before. The idea is that the director will be responsible for student activities in Cro. The position includes the responsibility to coordinate all recreational and social activities in Cro. The director will also be responsible for initiating and creating programs when nothing else is taking place.
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